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Need

- Repeated questions from non-JD developers based in China
- Increasing interest in Vitess in China
Goals

- Vitess website - Chinese Version
- Vitess documentation - Chinese Version
- Make Vitess easy to setup and run for every developer in China
Barriers

- Insufficient tutorials, how-tos written about Vitess in Chinese websites
- Lack of Chinese documentation
- Setup help needed, preferably in Chinese
Areas for Improvement

- Vitess website: https://vitess.io/
- Github documentation: https://github.com/vitessio
- Internal Tooling
Guidance and Support

- All Vitess developers can refer to the Style Guide to translate Vitess open source documentation
- JD.com, as maintainer of Vitess documentation in China will check and approve the PRs
Examples

- Vitess intro:(can be linked to following slide )
- setup
- Resharding
Contact Us

● Sign into slack channel at vitess.io
● Join WeChat group: (FIXME link/qr code)
● Bring up a cluster on laptop or kubernetes
  ○ https://vitess.io/docs/tutorials/
● Read code
  ○ https://github.com/vitessio/vitess
● Square Cash blog posts on sharding with Vitess
● 🌟 @toliver
● 🦉 @vitessio @planet scaledata